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Dear Friend,
Here is a footnote to last IIalth S report on
FBI surveillance of Friends groups active in
central America concerns: In his 1982 book, 7JJe
Puzzle Palace, James Bamfordexamined the National
security hJenc'j, a federal spy ootfit bigger aOO
tra~es
on ccmnuni.catioos IOOnitoring; apparently it can
hear just abJut any telephooe cooversation
anywhere in the world. And a fonner NSAofficial
said that during the turbulent Vietnam years, ene
of his assignments was downright mind-boggling:
I

''WhenJ. Edgar licx>vergives you a requirement
for caoplete surveillance of all Quakers in the
United States, when Richard M. Nixon is a Quaker
and he's the President of the United States, it
gets pretty funny." Bamfordadds that "'What
caused the Quakers to be sucked into the NSA's
vacuumcleaner, apparently, was licx>ver's belief
that the religious group was shipping food and
supplies to Southeast Asia." (p.252)
Well, for heaven's sake, J. Edgar, of a::lUl':se
Quakers were shipping relief supplies to Asia, at
least sane of us were; to Vietnam in particular,
and both sides to boot.
But sane of us also did
em best to let the government aOOthe public koow
.
_e.

~,

What really worries me abJut this, thoogh, is
what the NSAstaffers actually discovered if they
did listen in en all those Quaker phooe
conversaticns.
Can thee imagine heMmuchit hurt
our image when they discovered what we really
talked abJut lOOStof the time-not Vietnam or any
such radical stuff, but where to find oore First
Day School teachers, or the arguments about heMto
renovate the meeting house, or how to cut downen
the number of announcementsat the end of meeting
for worship? Ch, the shame of it!

is to note that with this issue A Friendly Letter
is seven years old! Also, its circulation has
reached 700, which is higher than ever. 1hat 's
great, but we need oore, as noted belOif.
I also ~
thee has ooticed sane changes
in our appearance. 'Ihese are due to the
acquisi tien of a new caoputer and printer, and
the outccme of manylong boors spent making the
transition fran C\m to OOSand fran Wordstar to
WordPerfect. The new printer is supposed to make
the type look better, and the ragged right
columns are supposed to be easier en the eye. As
always, I'll be anxious to have your reactioo.
cne other change caning as this issue goes
out is a BIG jump in postal rates, bigger for
bulk mail like this than for first class letters.
What this means, of course, is a jump in costs
which manypublicaticns will soon be passiDJ
along to you in subscriptien rate hikes.
I want to stave off such a rate increase
here as long as possible; but to keep it at bay,
I will need your help. cne way to do that is to
increase the letter's s1Jbscriptien list; a
proposal regarding that is enclosed. Aoother is
tside advertising, like the
flyer fran Jack PcMelscnwhich is also inserted
herewith. I have heard fran readers whodislike
such inserts, and I must ask them to bear with me
en this, because the alternative seems worse.
cne last oote: Keep those cards caning in
for our opinien poll on the desirability of a
Unitarian-Friends General Conference IOOrger;
we'll report the results soon.
Yours In the Light,

Well, enough of such paranoia--m::ngering;
there are other thi.ngs to attend to. cne of than
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'!he debate in many Friends
meetings over same sex marriage (SSM
for short) has been hard to get a
journalistic
handle on. It hasn't
fit my usual approach of reporting
issues and events not being covered
by other (Wker publications.
'!hat's because whatever one
thinks of it, SSMis not being swept
under the rug. For instance, the
3/88 issue of FrierxJs Bulletin,
Pacific Yearly Keeti.n1' s lOCt1thly is
doni!"~.ted by heated expressioos 00
the subj ect; am this is the third
issue in less than a year in which
the topic has been a major focus of
attention.
It has also been
cropping up in FrierxJs Journal, rrost
recently (3/88) in an announcement
of a female couple's wedding in its
Marriages section.
And just a
passing reference to SSMin oor
issue #77(8/87) was enough to evoke
several long, thoughtful letters.
I

AND MARRIAGE:

m

SEARCH OF A ~

in Tenth Monthmarried a female
couple under its care. It was this
marriage that was IreIltioned in the
recent FrieIrls Journal notice.
To be sure, North Meadowis an
ananaly in Western YM;an
admittedly liberal outpost, it holds
joint membership in the
unprogranmedOhio Valley YM. Even
so, North MeadowFriends have tried
to be rx:n-provocative in spreading
the 'o«)rdof their actions am:mg
estern's generally IIOre
cooservati ve coosti tuency .
Their task was canplicated late
last fall by a seemingly unrelated
developnent in Kokaoo which is the
hub for several strongly evangelical
Western YKchurches: Last Eleventh
lblth, the Kokaoodaily TribJDe ran
a short article reporting that the
American Friends Service camri.ttee
had endorsed the huge gay and
lesbian rights march on Washington.
I

Even In Indiana
SCratch mat Headline

This writing reflects the fact
that Friends allover
the nation are
acting on SSM, talking and
threshing about it, and in not a few
cases tearing their hair out over
it.
Mostly this involves
unprograIlllled groups, such as the
Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C.
FMW
may indeed be an extreme case,
in that SSMhas been before its
Marriage and Family Relatioos
carmi.ttee for four years, with no
unity on the matter yet in sight.
Feelings there have been running
high of late; the first draft of
FMW's1987 Spiritual State of the
~1eeting report devoted its longest
section to this struggle, larrenting
that "unease ... mutual anger and
disrespect on both sides remains.
II

But such debates are not entirely
confined to unprogramned groups; the
predaninantly pastoral Q,lakers of
Western Yearly Meeting in Indiana
were recently presented with a
minute supporting SSMby its North
MeadowCircle of Friends in
Indianapolis.
And after adopting
its minute last spring North Meadow
I

!he article was accurate, and
unremarkable, except for the
headline, which read, ''Friends
SUpport Gay Rights Rally". This
was entirely too sweeping, at least
as far as four area Friends pastors
were concerned; they all fired off
letters to the Tribune, and one
visited the religion reporter, to
carefully distinguish between their
kind of Friends and the AFSC,with
its pro-gay rights notions, which
they wanted nothing to do with.

S<:al after this a long letter
was published in the 2/88 FrierxJs
Journal fran a heterosexual couple,
Ellen Hodgeand Michael Fallahay,
who had been married not long before
at North Meadow. !he letter
declared that as a sign of
solidari ty with gays and lesbians
whose unions were unrecognized by
society, they had chosen not to
register their ownmarriage with the
state.
!heir union remains imder
the care of their meeting, but
outside the law.
I

The upshot of all this is not
hard to imagine. There have been
ruJOClrsof churches threatening t
leave Western YMif North Meadow
were not obliged to recant its
stand. Since three churches have
left the YMin the past twenty
years or so over various dotrinal
hassles such talk is not to be
taken lightly.
And North Meadow
was on the agenda of Western's
interim Administrative Council
session held earlier this IIOnth.
I

A 7eapot Tempest?

But after making sane inquiries,
it sounds to me as if there may be
sanewhat less here than meets the
eye. The Administrative Council's
discussion with North Meadow
Friends reportedly was cordial; it
will be continued at the YM
sessions this St.llllller,but I have
been unable thus far to turn up any
sense of illIpending crisis, or any
firebrands exploiting the issue.
(True, the HemlockMeeting in
Kokaoohas withheld that portion
its assessment to the YMwhich goes
toward Western's corporate
contribution to the AFSC. But the
aIOOUIlt
involved is only about $17;
Western is not a major AFSC
contributor. ) Western has grappled
with proposals to formally condemn
haoosexuality before, and managed
to sidestep the issue, walking a
tightrope between loud voices on
ei ther side. 'Ihe group seems
blessed with the presence of a
goodly number of solid and levelheaded Friends, basically
tradi tional in their outlook but
able to face issues like these
resolutely and without panic. All
our YMsshould be so lucky.

Similarly, at the Friends
Meeting of Washington, the draft
State of the Meeting report allowed
that sane Friends perceived that a
"steam roller IIOvement"in favor
SSMwas underway. Sane
steamroller, that pushes for four
years without reaching its goal;
Q,laker process survives at FMW.
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WITH FRIENDS

In the summer of 1987, Jack Powelson traveled to seven Quaker gatherings, from the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts, to listen
to Friends' thoughts on the major international economic issues of
the day. Djalogue wjth Fdends is his journal of this journey. It
tells what Friends said to Jack, what he replied to them, and what
they went on to say.
The topics include the following:
Pacifism, peace, and justice
Liberation Theology
Sandinista Nicaragua
Multinational corporations
U.S. Policy toward the third world
liTherich are getting richer,
the poor are getting poorer"
"We are rich because they are poor"
Third-world debt
The Chinese revolution and the poor
The Russian revolution and the poor
Profits and lithesystem"
Workers who own their businesses
Food First: Hungry people export food
In
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Book:
from

Patr;c;a

Fr;ends,
G;lmore

Pat Gi ore excerp s foe
many letters Friends wrote to
Jack Powelson to comment on his earlier book, Facjng Socjal Revolutjon. Find out how Quakers responded to this book!
Also:
45

Years
of Change
;n the
Soc;ety

of

Fr;ends

Jack's journey among Friends leads him to reflect on how our
Society has changed, with respect to these issues, during the 45
years of his membership.
All this in 152 pages, written simply. The whole book can be
read in three hours. Or you may want to linger over it for days.
See other side for how to order.

How

;t

All

Began

Jack Powelson is traveling with a mission (or "under concern"). If
this were two centuries ago, he would be on his horse, going from Meeting to Meeting. But with more Friends to reach, he has traveled by car,
with book.
In 1973, Jack decided that his career as economic advisor in the
third world conflicted with his values as a Quaker. He had consulted
with Presidents, Ministers, and others at senior level. But he had also
wandered about urban slums and farms in the boondocks, talking to the
poor and to radical students. Then he turned to history, to try to fathom reasons for the massive chasm between rich and poor.
In Facing Social Revolution, he told about his "two journeys," one
his personal encounters in the third world and what made him change his
mind, and the other a journey through history.
Now, in Dia70gue with Friends, he tells about his "third journey,"
through Quakerdom in 1987. He started out seeking the reaction of
Friends to Facing Social Revolution. But Friends had so many other concerns for an economist (see list on opposite side) that Dialogue includes many topics not in Facing. Either book may be read first.
Jo;n

the

D;alogue

by ordering Dia70gue with Friends for only $6.95, postpaid.
You may also order Facing Social Revolution for $6.95. But if you
order both books together, the price is only $12.00.

-----------------------------------------------------------------Alice Palen, Sales Manager
Horizon Society Publications
45 Bellevue Drive
Boulder CO 80302
Dear Alice:
Yes, I want to join the dialogue with Jack Powelson. Send me:
$
$

____ copies of Dia70gue with Friends @ $6.95.
____ copies of Facing Socia7 Revolution @ $6.95.
_____ sets of both books @ $12.00 per set
COLORADO RESIDENTS ONLY: Add sales tax: 6.13% if you live
in the City of Boulder; 3.6% if elsewhere in Colorado.
Total: check is enclosed.
All orders are sent postpaid.
PLEASE PRINT
My name is
Street
City, State, and Zip

$==
$$-
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what the rise
in postal rates
feels
like.
A big pain in the budget.
And it's
a pain
which will meanhigher prices for everything you
purchase by mail, including (especially)
magazines and, yes, newsletters.

But

there is a way to hold off subscription
rate increases.
And that is by increasing
circulation;
more suscribers
make for lower
production costs per copy, and that in turn makes
subscription
income go farther.

So,

on this seventh anniversary of A Friendly
Letter I'm turning to you for help in holding off
a subscription
rate increase.
Here's what I'm
asking you to do:

Send

me the names of Friends and friends
don't get A Friendly Letter but whoyou think
would enjoy it.
That's all.

I

will

send them sample copies

who

.

and subscription

information.
And if you will send me S 1 X or more
names, I'll
send you something.
Take your pick:

A.

A "Quakers--Religious Witnesses For Peace
Since 1660" burnpersticker(a $2.00 value); or

B.

An extra
subscription.

two months added to your current

The

friends of Friends like you are the best
prospects for becomingnew subscribers,
so I urge
you to take a few momentsto jot down.
down.
some
names and send them along.
Send them to:
Names
P.O. Box 1361
Falls Church VA22041
If you're sending six or more, be sure to mention
----...
whether you want extra isssues or a free
burnpersticker.
And thanks for your help.

p S.
gift

Another way to build circulation
is to send a
subscription
to a Friend, or your Meeting library.

closer to "supporting" and
"sticking to"; in fact, when this
verse is quoted in Greek in the New
Testament, the word used literally
means "glued to".
Likewise with "one flesh"; the
Hebrew and Greek tenns can imply
sex, but they can also mean kinship
or fellowship, and all that makes up
a whole human being; thus this
"cleaving" to the "suitable helper"
makes up"a new and rore canplete
humanity.

'Ihe Old am 'Ihe New
But in the Bible, marriage has
implications which go far beyond
the individuals involved.
It is
repeatedly used as a metaphor for
the relationship of GOOto the
people. Indeed, the whole book of
Hosea is organized around this
image: Hosea's wife is flagrantly
adul terous, and the prophet's anger,
grief, and longing for restoration
are taken as a revelation of GOO's
relationship
and response to the
unfaithful nation of Israel.
'Ihis image of marriage as the
paradigm of the divine-human
relationship
is continued in the New
Testament. Paul in Ephesians 5:32
calls it "a profound mystery,"
which embodies the relationship
between Christ and the church.
ltlreover, in the Book of Revelation,
at the visionary climax of all
history when the "new heaven and new
earth" appears, it caDes in the fom
of a city, the NewJerusalem; but
the city is described as being
"prepared as a bride, beautifully
dressed for her husband." (Rev. 21: 2)
I find it intriguing that in all
these images, the focus is on the
relationship
between spouses. While
reproduction ~an certainly be
inferred, it is not mentioned. 'Ihis
is a very different emphasis fran
the one I grew up with, as a preVatican Two catholic.
A glance at
catholic thinking may be useful
here, since it represents one of the
widest and lOClStancient streams of
interpretation
in our tradition.
And the tradition,
in the late

fifties anyway, was clear.
As my
high school religion text put it
firmly, "the essential primary
purpose of marriage is the
procreation and proper rearing of
children." (Their italics.)
It added, a1lOClStgrudgingly, that
there were also "essential secondary
purposes", namely "the salvation of
the souls of husband and wife"
through mutual assistance and what
is delicately called "the quieting
of concupiscence•... " (Again, their
italics.)
Thus fran this
perspective, if producing children
without marriage was a sin, having a
marriage without producing children
was a tragedy.

'Ihe Cooncil

am

the Family

But that was in the bad old days.
The secood Vatican Council a few
years later issued documents on
marriage which dramatically revised
this emphasis. The Council returned
to the biblical images of marriage
as the archetype of divine-human
connection, affiIllling that
"authentic married love is caught up
into divine love and .•• can lead the
spouses to GOOwith powerful
effect •••• " While still very
enthusiastic
about children, the
Council carefully avoided setting up
a hierarchy of purposes for
matri.IOCJny;the editor of its
declaration noted that it "cannot be
read as a judgment on the relative
importance or primacy of ends."
This was a major shift, and brought
catholicism back in line not only
with the Biblical images, but also
with the thought of lOClStother
Christian groups.
can this brief review of
traditional
images help us with the
question of what to call same sex
unions? I believe it can. Friends,
after all, do not simply suhnit to
tradition,
but use it in our search
for continuing revelation, which
affects heMwe understand the past
as well as how we face the future.

~es

Q]

the ~tioo

Even fran the traditional

perspective, it seems clear to me
that, contrary to the views of my
catholic mentors and sane Friends,
neither sex nor children are the
main elements of marriage; rather,
the keystone is the relationship
between the partners, seen as roth
an archetype and a manifestation of
the divine-human relationship.
And
in weighing a proposed marriage, of
any sort, as a reeting does in the
clearness process, the questions
that arise fran tradition would be
sanething like these:
Have the partners shown
themselves acting as "suitable
helpers" to each other in the
"salvation of their souls," or as
we might prefer to put it, in
strengthening their ability to
perceive and follow the Light of
Christ within them? Are they
determined to "cleave" to one
another steadfastly,
foming a
loving fellowship that holds
pranise of producing a new
creation, a rore canplete humanity?
If one could answer these
queries favorably of a mixed sex
couple, they would easily gain
clearness.
But for an equally
qualified same sex couple, should
the additional matter of gender be
a controlling criterion for
considering their union as a
"marriage"? Clearly for sane
Friends of gcxxi will it should. My
own lead.ings, heMever, point in the
other direction,
suggesting that to
do so places an asstnnption of the
tradition alx>ve the elements that
are its repeated, specific focus.
I have seen same sex unions
which seem as close to these
biblical standards as many
heterosexual marriages, or closer.
These reflections
le!ve me unable
to justify making mixed gender a
criterion for calling such unions
marriages.
This feels like
"continuing revelatiori;1i yet one
mindful of tradition,
which as I
read ~aker history is how it is
supposed to be. I hope these
thoughts can be of sane use to
Friends grappling with this
question.

Both these situations show the
exertions the SSMissue is
producing arong Friends. Yet in
ooking them over and considering
e reports of manyother meetings'
labors, the sense remains that
detailed reports on specific cases
are less needed now than a closer
look at sane of the issues involved.
Of these, none has proven IOOre
difficult than whether a same sex
union, when recognized by a
meeting, can rightly be termed a
''marriage.'' In manymeetings
heterosexual Friends are ready to
welcane gays and lesbians, and
willing to affirm stable and
.;':ted re1atiooships aIOCO:1
them.
t to call them.
A Jhrd 'I1lat G;)es Deep

This should not be surprising,
because IOOrethan semantics is
involved here. Marriage is a
central social institution;
it has
been entwined with religion fran
i.mei.nIneIrorial; what we believe
.ld do about it expresses sane of
our deepest convictions about life.
Unfortunately, IOOStof the
a.rgtnnents I have heard Friends make
on both sides of this "What shall we
call it?" question have not been
very satisfactory,
because they have
not dealt with the main task, which
is to define the meaning of marriage
fran a ~er
perspective.
, toose
opp:lSe callirq
same sex unions marriages have
tended to raise utilitarian
or
frankly haoophobic objections:
'!bese have included fears that, as
one Washington Friend put it,
approving SSMwould "send the wrong
message" to impressionable youth,
and influence sane to becare gay or
lesbian. Others have contended that
the designation of marriage ought to
be reserved for relationships that
are legal.
Still others contend
imply that haoosexuality is evil,
1nd to ratify such relationships is
likewise wrong.
More sympathetic critics

have

•
argued that, at bOttan,
the essence
of marriage necessarily presupposes
two elements, namely a heterosexual
couple and the prospect of "nonnal"
childbearing. In this light, a same
sex relationship, whatever its
other virtues, should not be called
a marriage anyoore than brussel
sprouts should be called ice cream;
they are just not the same things,
as any hungry child could explain.
'1f1e I1JJportance ot the JIord
A Washington state Friend, Sally
Bryan, made such a case in the 1/88
FrieDiJs Bulletin. "I ask that we
preserve the word, marriage, in its
tradi tional use," she wrote. "It is
spec'...£:i.c,
erstooi am an
accepted form.... " She urged us to
"respect this word we have
inherited, with its time-tested
pranise that the canplementary
wholeness possible only when one man
and one wanan ccmni.t themselves ..•
to each other, stands open to each
person, adding that ''marriage is a
form that history, culture, religion
have set." In it, man and wife
"are entering an indispensable part
of humanliving, linking two selves
to the cyclic in humanbegetting,
just as the seasons circle ....••
II

Friend Bryan S letter sums up
well the central reservations sane
Friends who are otherwise accepting
of lesbian and gay Friends have
about SSM. Regrettably, the
responses to these concerns I have
read fail to address these p:>ints
directly.
Instead, they usually
frame the issue as one of equality
arong Friends. '!bere should be,
they insist, no second-class
~ers;
and marriage is a
prerogative of membership; hence no
membersshould be denied that
right, regardless of the gender of
the couple involved. It was as a
testimony to such equality that the
heterosexual couple fran North
Meadowdeclined to register their
ownmarriage with the state.
I

I fully agree that there should
be no second-class ~ers.
Yet
the concerns of Sally Bryan and
others are not thereby addressed,

and they deserve to be. '!bat is,
what answer can be given by
advocates of SSMto the question,
what is the meaning and the
essential elements of marriage
anmg Friends today, and can same
sex unions properly be included
within this understanding?
Are we to be content with the
"traditional" man-wananfonn of
marriage? Has this fonn really
been dictated by "history, culture,
religion", as Sally Bryan asserts?
And as a religious body, what, in
particular, does our religious
tradition really have to say about
the essence of marriage?

Considering such questions, I
turn first where Fax and early
Friends turned, to the Bible-not
as an infallible lawbook, but as a
religious resource of singular
value. And the first thing that
turns up there is that the form and
meaning of marriage are not
dictated in the Bible with
precision, in the way that, say,
the Ten Ccmnandmentsare listed.
Instead, what one finds is a series
of very rich and suggestive images,
fran which elaborate theologies
have been built.
Take for instance the first
two of these, in the second chapter
of Genesis, in Verse 18 where God
decides to make a ''hel}:lllate'' for
the prototypical first h\lllan, and
then in verse 24, which speaks of a
man leaving his parents to
"cleave" to his wife, with whan he
then becanes "one flesh."
It is important to note that the
original ancient Hebrewwords are
themselves bundles of numerous
possible meanings, which makes
translation both difficult and
exciting.
'!be tenn ''hel}:lllate'' is
one such; it canes fran a root
which has also been rendered as
"suitable helper," or "the one
corresponding to" the original
human. And "cleave," which many
interpreters take as a reference to
sexual union, has a meaning much

--Il:il{)VD:lWlWll
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am ed at

Patapsco, MarylaIXiClvilian Public service
(CPS)campin Maryland, run by the American Friends
service Ccmni.ttee. cne of them was I1aIOOd
Corbett
Bishop. Bishop was not a Quaker, but all the
early CPS camps were run by one or another of the
traditional
peace churches, Brethren, Mennonites
or Friends.
1he Brethren and Mennonites preferred
to fill their camps fran their own ranks; so the
Quaker camps were where you found COsof all
varieties,
sane conventional and cooperative in
their outlook, and sane not.
Corbet •. Bisb:lp was ale of the latter. COsin
expected
r lD CPS for
•. 00 of
war p
several
ths, wi
t
pay. AIXiwhile the SJXnSOri.D;1
groops like AFSC
_ ~ed
the day-to-day camp operations, including
paying the bills, all CPSpolicies were set by the
selective service System in W~oo,
which was
arr:j officers,
le~"
the COsoor the
t

Fran Friend Ben Vincent in Fnglam cares the
story of a <}.lakerjockey. He had been a slight
youth, much daninated by a formidable British
~er
IOOther. She had taken him to Meeting and
First Day School, then packed him off to a Friends
boarding school, and never allowed him to play
soldiers or card games or such like. As a young
man, though, liking horses, he became first a
stable boy and then a jockey. But then along came

V

'O'd

' ~ a:5'8d ){on tt)
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acce ted lt as the nost reccgni.tion of their
pacifist principles they were going to get.
Corbett Bishop decided he could not accept it.
Within a few nonths he had tangled with
Selective service over various rules, and began a
protest fast, which lasted for forty-four days
and landed him in a hospital.
By 1hird l'bnth of
1943 he was just finishing another fast, this
time in sympathy with a campaign by Gandhi.
By the following sunmer, Bishop had vowed to
break canpletely with CPSand what he called its
"slave labor system," and was fasting again. By
then the AFSCwas urging selective service to
discharge . fran CPS, or at least take him off
their haOO.s.:he
e
t of ficials, lx:Mever,
were determined to show him who was ross, and the
ensuing test of wills lasted until Third Month,
1946, when after 426 days of fasting, several
arrests and trials, and IOOrethan six nonths of
lete rxn-roJperatioo in prisoo, Bishop was
released uncm:titiooally.

World War Two, the draft, and a SI.llTlIX)I}S for him.
Naturally he registered as a CO, and was soon
examined by a COtribunal.
At first the Tribunal
memberswent easy on him because of his (ljaker
heritage, but soon they flung the old chestnut at
him: "All this pacifism may be very well, but
what would you do if you saw a Germanattacking
your oother?"
After thinking for a minute, he
said, "I'd lay ten to one on the old girL"

